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	design


	
Designing websites is far more than aesthetics - though these are important too! We design websites to be easy to use and that get your message across. We design from the ground up to suit your requirements but we're also happy to help you give your existing website a facelift if that's all that is required.



	branding



If you're just starting out or your business needs a fresh image then Gardenshed.net can help you create a logo and brand guidelines to use across your digital and printed media.



	site structure
	


The Gardenshed.net team will take the time to go through your proposed site content - helping you shape it to give your users the best experience and ensuring you get the maximum impact possible on search engines.



	
development



	
Great design is perfectly partnered with bulletproof, lean coding. We'll create a site that takes advantage of new technology without sacrificing backwards compatibility.



	
management



	
A web hosting contract with Gardenshed.net means you've always got someone on the end of the phone if something goes wrong, or if you just need a bit of a hand updating your site. We'll keep an eye on your website and help you keep it looking fantastic.
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